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A
PREFACE

  S  A  STUDENT  of  the arts, writer, and photographer, I have seen some 
  wonderful, memorable works of  art and architecture. Many have excited 
    me as unique and beautiful, and I have carried an enthusiasm for them 
     over many decades. When I first saw the Cincinnati Union Terminal 
(well into my eighth decade) I could hardly believe it—the gorgeous rotunda and 
the enormous mosaic murals by Winold Reiss were like nothing I had ever seen. 
When I went to the bookstore to get a book on them, I was disappointed to find only 
an issue of  the Queen City Heritage, dated 1993.1 That assembly of  essays is still the 
best thing in print, but where was the book that put them in the context of  Reiss’s 
other work—his portrait and design work—and also the artistic and political con-
text of  the time, the 1930s? There were titles on the history of  the building, which is 
fascinating, but my focus was Winold Reiss and his murals.
 Library and online research has led me to many resources and collections, but 
all that research just tells me the need is even greater for a book that brings the 
threads together. This is what I have tried to do in this volume, centering on the 
rotunda murals. Cincinnatians know and love the murals if  they visit the Cincinnati 
Museum Center (the new name of  the terminal), but many others have never heard 
of  them.2 Likewise, Winold Reiss was very famous in the 1920s to 1940s, but now is 
one of  those artists barely remembered. Several other scholars are hard at work on 
Reiss and the many aspects of  his thought and art. Much interesting work is bound 
to result.3 My good fortune of  living in Ohio has made the Cincinnati Terminal a 
natural focus for my research, and every discovery has been a pleasure.
 Cincinnati itself  is a delight. A city of  many picturesque hills with a first-class 
river, it was first settled in 1788, when after the War of  Independence Congress
offered Ohio lands for sale. The city was ambitious from the start to be a major 
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metropolis. John Cleves Symmes, a Revolutionary War officer from New Jersey, 
purchased all the land that would eventually become Cincinnati and Hamilton 
County, and he and some fellow officers led the first settlers west. Blessed by the 
great Ohio River as an important commercial shipping venue, Cincinnati anchored 
its position in southwest Ohio as the important central city in the country. The river 
was the borderline between north and south during the Civil War, which made its 
location essential for trade (some of  it illicit) during that period. Manufactories 
sprang up and, away from the river, abundant forests and fertile farmland provided 
needed raw materials. By 1840, Cincinnati was the fastest growing city in the United 
States, ranking sixth in population and third in manufacturing. Soon dubbed “The 
Queen City of  the West,” it was the gateway city to those traveling further west. 
Cincinnatians were proud of  the new architecture, parks, and engineering marvels like 
John A. Roebling’s 1866 suspension bridge that connected Northern Kentucky with 
Ohio.4

 Although Cincinnati has continued to be a thriving, vibrant metropolis, today it 
has been bypassed in numbers and commercial impact by many other cities in the 
Midwest and West, even in Ohio, where both Cleveland and Columbus are now 
larger. Nevertheless, civic spirit has always remained strong, and one of  its most 
striking expressions was the Cincinnati Union Terminal, completed in 1933 and now 
regarded as the last great train terminal in the country and a magnificent example of  
Art Deco architecture and design. It is within the great terminal that Winold Reiss 
created the vast murals that are the subject of  this study.
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1 . 1 .  THE CINCINNATI  UNION TERMINAL AT SUNSET,  

1301  WESTERN AVENUE.

Principal architects Alfred T. Fellheimer and Steward Wagner, 1933.

Photo by Robert Webber
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A
T H E  B U I L D I N G

  PPROAC HING  THE  Cincinnati Union Terminal, we drive up a gentle slope 
  toward a provocative structure at the crest of  the hill. A cascading water- 
   fall breaks up the divided road near the building. The terminal itself  cuts 
     a splendid figure of  Art Deco geometry, a bell curve in the middle 
with curving window-studded arms reaching out on either side, silhouetted against 
the sky. The arms extend out from stepped shoulders recalling Mayan pyramids, 
fronted by shallow relief  sculptures by Max Keck that symbolize transportation 
and commerce.
 The day view is dramatic; at dusk or dawn it’s even more spectacular. The main 
façade is a smooth span of  limestone, and the nine tall windows in the wall are set 
within a perfect semicircle. Stepped piers at either side of  the façade buttress its center, 
and a large lighted clock (it was a train station, after all) punctuates the center of  the 
windows. A generous overhang once sheltered arriving and departing passengers.
 An almost uncanny precedent for the Cincinnati Terminal entrance was Eliel 
Saarinen’s Helsinki Central Railway Station (1904–14). In particular, its massive 
semicircular front entrance, with its large curved window (punctuated by a clock) 
and generous overhang, predicts Cincinnati. Saarinen’s four stone figures, two on 
each side of  the door, likewise predict the Max Keck sculptures. But the Cincinnati 
interior half-dome was its own creature and unique for its time—indeed, for forty 
years it held the record as the largest half-dome in the world. While Helsinki’s mass-
ing of  the stone and deeply cut windows create an impression of  heaviness, the 
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1 .2 .  THE INTERIOR OF THE ROTUNDA.

Color scheme and murals by Winold Reiss.

Photo by author
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T H E  M U R A L S  5

Cincinnati Terminal—though larger—has a sleek, lighter feel. Still, Saarinen was 
an early Modernist and established a prototype for Modernist stations to come.
 The terminal was designed by Alfred Fellheimer (1875–1959) and Steward 
Wagner (1886–1958), notable architects of  train stations. In their portfolio already 
were stations for Buffalo, Greensboro, Winston-Salem, and South Bend. Paul Philippe 
Cret (1876–1945) and Roland Wank (1898–1970) were design associates on the Cin-
cinnati job.1

 Fellheimer had earlier been part of  the firm of  Warren and Wetmore that had 
designed the magnificent and complex Grand Central Station in New York (erected 
1903–12). Fellheimer and Wagner’s style was flexible and gradually evolved from 
neoclassic to Art Deco, culminating in the Cincinnati Union Terminal, which was 
the last of  the great American train stations, and probably the high point of  their 
design careers.
 Functionally, Fellheimer and Wagner were visionaries of  great train stations as 
gateways and crossroads, designing with an eye to “the practical, economical reso-
lution of  traffic-flow patterns with ‘multi-level, multi-use spaces.’”2 Opened in 1933, 
the Cincinnati terminal served a public needy of  train travel, and probably was at its 
peak in the World War II years. After the war, though, the automobile gained ascen-
dance and the terminal was shut down on October 28, 1972, because of  the steep 
falloff  in passenger traffic. The automobile and the interstate highways had taken 
their toll; but, still, the station’s beauty has remained. And, in the middle of  the night, 
one Amtrak train still comes through, connecting Cincinnati to Chicago to the west, 
and Washington and New York to the east.
 Stepping inside, we enter a breathtaking rotunda. At 180 feet wide and 106 feet 
high, when it opened in 1933 it was the largest unsupported half-dome in the world. 
The Sydney Opera House later took that title when it opened in 1973, but the termi-
nal rotunda is still the largest in the Western Hemisphere.3 The interior shell of  the 
rotunda is made of  circling bands of  yellow-to-gold stucco, divided by narrow bands 
of  silver paint. Shops and offices (once ticket offices) line the curved walls on the 
ground floor, and a large information kiosk centers the space. Most remarkable, two 
enormous mosaic murals by artist Winold Reiss divide the huge room, each 105 feet 
wide (Reiss also created the ceiling and the floor designs). Complementing the 
gleam of  the mosaics are the sleek and modern materials used on the first level—
polished granite and nickel silver, with polished terrazzo floors inlaid with an Art 
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6  WINOLD REISS AND THE CINCINNATI  UNION TERMINAL

Deco circular pattern designed around thin brass dividers. Around the outer edges 
of  the rotunda the shiny granite columns are topped with lights that are something 
like torches, but also similar to stage footlights for the murals.
 A note to the reader: The building is now called the Cincinnati Museum Center, 
but throughout I have mostly used the name Cincinnati Union Terminal, since that 
was its original name and purpose.

T H E  T E R M I N A L ’ S  H I S T O R Y

BEFORE  THE  Cincinnati Union Terminal, seven railroads had served their pas-
sengers at five different stations scattered over the city: the Baltimore & Ohio 

Railroad, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Cincinnati Southern Railway Company, 
New York Central Railroad, Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, Norfolk and Western 
Railroad, and Pennsylvania Railroad. With five stations, there were bottlenecks and 
annoying transfers, not to mention the frequent flooding of  the Ohio River which 
put one or another station out of  commission from time to time.
 In the early 1920s far-sighted industry leaders began planning one central ter-
minal, and luckily they chose a point high enough to be out of  the way of  floods, a 
piece of  land that was further raised by infill. In 1927, George Dent Crabbs, founder 
of  the Union Terminal, completed negotiations with the seven railroads to construct 
one terminal to serve them all. The New York firm of  Fellheimer and Wagner, al-
ready famous for its railroad stations, was chosen as architect, and accepted the 
commission in June 1928. Construction began in 1929.
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